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Abstract
Purpose: Increased gait variability is an indicator of a increased tendency to fall and can be seen as a
predictor of future falls among older people. Aim of the present study was to explore the influence of karate
training on the gait variability under normal walking and dual-task conditions.
Methods: In this randomized, controlled study 44 participants, aged between 62 and 74, participated in a
karate training twice a week for 5 months. A gait analysis including a cognitive (CDT) and a motor dual-task
(MDT) condition was performed before and after the intervention. The following gait parameters were
evaluated: cadence, walking speed, step time and step length.
Results: The intervention showed a significant reduction in variability for cadence, walking speed and step
time under cognitive dual-task condition. Furthermore, a decrease in variability for step time and step length
under MDT condition could be observed.
Conclusions: Karate seems to be useful to reduce gait variability among older people under dual-task
conditions and could be utilized as a fall prevention program.
Keywords: Elderly, fall prevention, gait analysis, karate, variability, dual-task
Abbreviations: DT – dual-task, KG – Karate group, CG – Control group, M – Mean, SD – Standard
deviation, NW – Normal walking, MDT – motor dual-task, CDT – cognitive dual-task

1. INTRODUCTION
Falls among elderly people during locomotion
are a prominent health issue and accompanied
by high economic costs [1]. The causes of falls
are manifold and reach from physiological
factors like cognitive, sensory and muscle
function to extrinsic factors such as uneven
underground or poor lighting conditions [2]. The
cause of a fall can also lie within an uncertain
gait, which is often observed in elderly people.
Besides the spatiotemporal gait parameters, it
could be helpful to assess the gait pattern’s
variability and detect an increased risk for falls.
The linear variability of temporal measures of
swing and stance, for instance, is an appropriate
parameter to distinguish between fallers and
non-fallers [3-6]. Increased variability can be
observed at people who had a stroke but it can
also be noted at healthy people [5]. Reduced
mediolateral stability under dynamic conditions
like walking can be seen from fourth or fifth
decade [7].
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The upright gait is mainly controlled by the
spinal cord and sub cortical regions of the
cerebrum [8]. This system and so the gait
variability as well, can be influenced by various
internal and external factors like diseases of the
central nervous system or competing cognitive
or motor tasks [9]. It can be assumed that the
gait variability increases if the single task “gait”
is perturbed by a second task [10]. People, who
are distracted by a second task, such as a
cognitive or a motor task, cannot concentrate on
their gait. Furthermore, it could be shown that
older people have a larger center-of-pressure
displacement and a greater stride-to-stride
variability under dual-task conditions [11].
While among healthy young adults a special
concentration on the gait pattern is not
necessary, the focus must be increasingly
directed towards the gait at increasing age.
Gait parameters and variability can be trained
under single- and dual-task conditions. In a
systematic review 22 studies showed that dualPage|34
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task training can improve the dual-task postural
control to some extent. While single task
training showed a positive influence on balance
or walking none was reported on dual-task
postural control [12]. It seems that an
intervention with combination of motor and
cognitive elements can be useful to improve gait
performance, reduce gait variability and hence
decrease the risk of falling. Sports inheriting
such cognitive and physical aspects are martial
arts. Martial arts have frequently been used to
improve gait or dual-task performance. For
example, Manor et al. (2014) showed that the
walking speed under single and dual-task
conditions increases after 12 weeks of Tai Chi
training compared to a control group [13].
Wayne et al. (2015) compared Tai Chi experts
with Tai Chi beginners and showed that the
stride time variability was lower in the expert
group [14]. Karate, as a specific type of martial
arts, contains holistic movements that improve
strength, endurance and balance. Single
movements (punches and kicks) are already well
defined and need exact execution. The positive
effect of other sports (e. g. dancing) on gait
variability and dual-task performance has been
proved in other studies [15]. Further
interventions with cognitive and motor exercises
reduced the step time variability, the gait
variability in DT-situations and the fall
frequency of over 70 year old people with
cognitive impairment [15]. A reduced fall rate
for community dwelling survivors of stroke with
a mean age of 70 years could be observed after a
12-week Tai Chi intervention [16]. In a metaanalysis positive effects of Tai Chi on balance
and the fear of falling are reported, additionally
[17].
In regard to the analysed participants and used
field of sports, most of the studies focused on
impaired people and used the special type of
martial arts: Tai Chi. Up to now, no study has
analyzed the influence of karate training on the
human gait of healthy community dwelling
people over 65 years. Aim of this study
therefore was to determine the effect of a 5

months karate training on gait variability among
elderly people. The execution of karate specific
movements could be able to increase the
variabilities for spatiotemporal gait parameters
like cadence, walking speed, step time and step
length. It can be shown that cognitive
requirements such as simultaneously counting
and karate related movements or responding to
an opponent has an influence on DT
performance and also reduces the second task’s
effect on gait performance.
2. METHODS
2.1. Participants
The study was conducted in accordance to the
guidelines proposed by the Declaration of
Helsinki. The participants were acquired
through the local newspaper. A positive vote by
the Ethics Committee (Otto-von-Guericke
University Magdeburg, Germany, registration
number: 109/11) was given. The study was
supported by the Otto-von-Guericke University
Magdeburg, Germany. 44 participants aged
between 62-74 years (mean age 69.14 years ±
4.10) were included in the study. All participants
were community dwelling healthy people.
Participants with severe chronic diseases such as
not adjustable diabetes mellitus, coronary heart
disease with signs of instability, myocardial
infarction or stroke, artificial joints but also
participants which had gained experience in
karate sports or other martial arts in the past
twenty years were excluded. Before the study
started, the participants had to fill out a
questionnaire regarding their own physical
activity and personal fall history over the past
12 months. The participants were randomized
by draw and split into the karate group [n = 25]
(KG) and the control group [n = 19] (CG). The
participants had to at least attend 80% of the
intervention, otherwise they were excluded
(Table 1).

Table1. Influence of age-related karate training on gait variability under dual-task conditions
n
KG

total
25

women
14

men age total (y)
11
69.76 (4.18)

age M (SD) age M (SD)
women (y)
men (y)
fallers
69.07 (3.77)
70.64 (4.68)
6

non-fallers
19

active
15

inactive
10

CG

19

10

9

68.28 (3.94)

68.70 (3.30)

67.75 (4.80)

2

17

7

12

total 44

24

20

69.14 (4.10)

68.92 (3.51)

69.42 (4.82)

8

36

22

22
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Descriptive statistics of the participants
including gender, age, and history of falls in the
last 6 month before the study and activities
organized in sport clubs
No significant differences between the groups
concerning age (KG: Mean (M) = 69.76,
standard deviation (SD) = 4.1; CG: M = 68.28,
SD = 3.9; t-test: F = 0.004, df = 41, p = 0.247),
gender composition (KG: ♂ = 11 ♀ = 14; CG:
♂ = 9, ♀ = 10; two-dimensional chi-squared
test: χ2 (Pearson) = 0.049, df = 1, p = 0.824; χ2
(Likelihood quotient = 0.049, df = 1, p =
0.824)), falls in the past (two-dimensional chisquared test: χ2 (Pearson) = 0.460, df = 1, p =
0.498) and physical activity level (twodimensional chi-squared test: χ2 (Pearson) =
1.014., df = 2, p = 0.602) were found.
2.2. Intervention
The workouts were performed in the
gymnasium
of
the
Otto-von-Guericke
University Magdeburg, Germany over 5 months
with 2 units per week, 60 minutes each. The
karate training was guided by experienced
karate instructors and contained age-related
movement executions [18]. Elements of each
single karate training were warm up, basic
techniques with punches, kicks, stances, defense
techniques as well as kata performance
(choreographed patterns of techniques against
an imaginary enemy) and cool down. Real
kumite (fight practice) and fall school were no
elements of training, due to the high risk of
injuries. Dual-task conditions were implemented
through the combination of counting repetitions
and basic karate techniques and or by
simultaneously performing a kata. The CG was
instructed to not change their sport behavior
during the intervention time.
2.3. Data Recording
Kinematic gait parameters were recorded by
motion capturing (VICON system with 12 MX
cameras, company Vicon Ltd., Oxford, UK) in
a gait laboratory [size 6m * 4m * 3.5m] using
the full body Plug-In-Gait marker set.
The participants had to walk along a circular
course [9.0 m * 5.0 m] ten times for each
condition (normal walking, cognitive dual-task
and motor dual-task). Only the trials on the long
straights of the circle course were integrated in
the evaluation. At least 20 double steps of the
left leg per task and person were recorded. A
double step was defined from foot off to heel
strike of the left foot.
ARC Journal of Research in Sports Medicine

First, the participants had to walk the course at a
self-selected speed with their ordinary walking
style (NW). Second, they had to walk and
consistently subtract the value “3” from a given
number (pre-test 271 and post-test 272) was the
cognitive dual-task condition (CDT). Each
result had to be spoken out loud [19]. The
number of correct and incorrect results was
recorded.
The third task was to simultaneously walk and
carry a cup of water, called motor dual-task
(MDT) [20 & 21]. The walking speed during the
CDT and MDT was self-selected.
The examined temporal gait parameters were
cadence, walking speed, step time and the
spatial gait parameter was step length for the
normal walk, CDT and MDT. The gait
variability is a combination of both
characteristics and can be described as
spatiotemporal gait parameter and was
calculated by using the formula: CV = SD /MW
* 100.
2.4. Statistics
The statistical analysis was performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics 20 and Microsoft Excel
2006.
Normal distribution was verified by using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The paired t-test was
used to compare the parameters of the pretest
and posttest. For samples which were not
normally distributed were analyzed with the
Wilcox on test. The one-way ANOVA or the
Friedman tests were, with 5% significance level,
used to compare all walking conditions among
each other (NW, CDT, and MDT).
The primary endpoints of the study were the
reduction of the gait variability for the KG for
normal walk, CDT and MDT in general and
specific the reduction of the influence of the
second task (cognitive or motor) on the gait
variability parameters measured during gait
analysis.
3. RESULTS
Only participants of the KG with at least 60% of
attendance were taken into account for
evaluation. In average the attendance was more
than 80%. The results of the gait analysis
including the mean values and standard
deviations of the gait parameters cadence,
walking speed, step time and step length are
published by Pliske et al. 2015 [22].
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3.1. Baseline Conditions (Pre-Test)
All gait parameters were checked for significant
differences between both groups before the
intervention. The baseline conditions for both
groups and under all walking task conditions
concerning the tested gait parameters and the
characteristics of the participants did not differ
from each other. All participants started the
intervention on an equal footing.
3.2. Pre-Post Comparison of
Parameters Within the Groups

the

Gait

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation
(M ± SD).
Table 2 shows that the KG was able to lower the
variability under CDT conditions significantly
for cadence (M = 3.27 ± 2.44 and M = 2.01 ±

0.82, p = 0.006), walking speed (M = 6.15 ±
2.82 and M = 4.45 ± 1.26, p = 0.007) and step
time (M = 5.21 ± 3.07 and M = 3.20 ± 1.36, p =
0.007). A significant change in variability for
CG under CDT conditions could be seen for
cadence (M = 2.85 ± 1.26 and M = 2.21 ± 1.08,
p = 0.015), step time (M = 5.45 ± 1.86 and M =
4.00 ± 1.60, p = 0.003) and step length (M =
5.43 ± 2.67 and M = 3.37 ± 1.29, p = 0.004).
Furthermore, a significant reduction of the gait
variability could be achieved by the KG
concerning step time (M = 3.59 ± 1.50 and M =
2.55 ± 0.96, p = 0.002) and step length (M =
4.03 ± 2.12 and M = 3.10 ± 1.97, p = 0.004)
under MDT condition. Under NW conditions
the KG was able to reduce the variability for
walking speed (M = 4.07 ± 1.66 and M = 3.31 ±
1.28, p = 0.040).

Table2. Influence of age-related karate training on gait variability under dual-task conditions
Parameter
KG
M (SD)
M (SD)
p
pre
post
Cadence (NW)
1.69 (0.821)
1.47 (0.660)
.271
Cadence (CDT)
3.27 (2.439)
2.01 (0.820)
.006* (Wilcoxon)
Cadence (MDT)
1.52 (0.493)
1.41 (0.531)
.314
Walking speed (NW)
4,07 (1.662)
3.31 (1.280)
.040*
Walking speed (CDT)
6.15 (2.824)
4.45 (1.256)
.007*
Walking speed (MDT)
3.89 (0.772)
3.45 (1.520)
.228
Step time (NW)
3.46 (1.285)
2.88 (0.993)
.093
Step time (CDT)
5.21 (3.070)
3.20 (1.360)
.007*
Step time (MDT)
3.59 (1.505)
2.55 (0.963)
.002*
Step length (NW)
3.65 (1.772)
3.07 (1.730)
.259
Step length (CDT)
5.34 (2.740)
4.00 (2.472)
.069
Step length (MDT)
4.03 (2.121)
3.10 (1.970)
.004* (Wilcoxon)
Parameter
CG
M (SD)
M (SD)
p
pre
post
Cadence (NW)
1.75 (0.736)
1.43 (0.463)
.081
Cadence (CDT)
2.85 (1.263)
2.21 (1.076)
.015*
Cadence (MDT)
1.28 (0.506)
1.48 (0.852)
.428
Walking speed (NW)
3.70 (1.710)
3.29 (0.982)
.353
Walking speed (CDT)
5.36 (1.438)
4.56 (1.558)
.056
Walking speed (MDT)
3.29 (1.351)
3.38 (1.813)
.829
Step time (NW)
3.91 (1.745)
3.11 (0.933)
.116
Step time (CDT)
5.45 (1.861)
4.00 (1.597)
.003*
Step time (MDT)
3.48 (1.047)
3.07 (1.388)
.321
Step length (NW)
3.87 (2.377)
2.88 (0.697)
.098
Step length (CDT)
5.43 (2.672)
3.37 (1.286)
.004*
Step length (MDT)
3.15 (1.164)
2.80 (1.127)
.219

Results of Determination test (paired t-test)
and Wilcoxon test for pretest and posttest
3.3. Comparison of the Variability of the
Three Gait Tasks Within the Groups for
Pre- And Post-Test
Significant results were found for NW and CDT
for the karate group (KG).
ARC Journal of Research in Sports Medicine

1.The following results are significant (*)
(p<0.05).
When comparing NW and CDT in the pre-test a
significant difference could be observed for the
variability of cadence parameters (M = 1.68 ±
0.82 and M = 3.27 ± 2.44, p = 0.002) (Table 3).
This significant difference between NW and
CDT for the variability of cadence could not
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been observed anymore in the post-test.
Results of the one-way ANOVA and Friedman
test (F) between NW, CDT & MDT. After

Bonferroni correction the following results are
significant (*) (p<0.05).

Table3. Influence of age-related karate training on gait variability under dual-task conditions

Pretest
Parameter
KG
Cadence
Walking
speed
Step time
Step
length
CG
Cadence
Walking
speed
Step time
Step
length

NW vs. CDT
M (SD)
p

NW vs. MDT
M (SD)
p

1.68 (0.82)
3.27 (2.44)
4.07 (1.66)
6.15 (2.82)
3.46 (1.29)
5.21 (3.07)
3.65 (1.77)
5.34 (2.74)

0.002* 1.68 (0.82)
1.52 (0.49)
1.000 4.07 (1.66)
3.89 (0.77)
1.000 3.46 (1.29)
3.59 (1.51)
1.000 3.65 (1.77)
4.03 (2.12)

0.022*

1.75 (0.74)
2.85 (1.26)
3.70 (1.71)
5.36 (1.86)
3.91 (1.74)
5.45 (1.86)
3.89 (2.38)
5.43 (2.67)

0.327

0.001*

1.000
1.000
0.910

1.75 (0.74)
1.28 (0.51)
3.70 (1.71)
3.29 (1.35)
3.91 (1.74)
3.48 (1.05)
3.89 (2.38)
3.15 (1.16)

MDT vs. CDT
M (SD)
p

0.001*
0.014*
0.029*

0.004*
0.013*
0.100

ANOVA/Friedman
F/Chi²
p

1.52 (0.49)
3.27 (2.44)
3.89 (0.77)
6.15 (2.82)
3.59 (1.51)
5.21 (3.07)
4.03 (2.12)
5.34 (2.74)

0.000*

17.360F

0.000

0.000*

10.495

0.000

0.024*

5.340

0.007

0.129

3.891

0.025

1.28 (0.51)
2.85 (1.26)
3.29 (1.35)
5.36 (1.86)
3.48 (1.05)
5.45 (1.86)
3.15 (1.16)
5.43 (2.67)

0.000*

15.359

0.000

0.000*

9.971

0.000

0.001*

8.010

0.001

0.006*

5.420

0.007

Posttest
Parameter
KG
Cadence

NW/CDT
M (SD)
p

1.47 (0.66)
2.01 (0.82)
Walking 3.31 (1.28)
speed
4.45 (1.26)
Step time 2.88 (0.99)
3.20 (1.36)
3.07 (1.73)
Step
length
4.00 (2.47)
CG
Cadence 1.43 (0.46)
2.21 (1.08)
Walking 3.30 (0.98)
speed
4.56 (1.56)
Step time 3.11 (0.93)
4.00 (1.60)
2.88 (0.70)
Step
length
3.36 (1.29)

1.000
1.000
0.934
0.059

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

NW/MDT
M (SD)
p

MDT/CDT
M (SD)
p

1.47 (0.66)
1.41 (0.53)
3.31 (1.28)
3.45 (1.52)
2.88 (0.99)
2.55 (0.96)
3.07 (1.73)
3.10 (1.99)

0.019*

1.43 (0.46)
1.48 (0.85)
3.30 (0.98)
1.48 (0.85)
3.11 (0.93)
3.07 (1.39)
2.88 (0.70)
2.80 (1.23)

0.018*

0.013*
0.914
0.601

0.035*
0.138
0.487

3.4. Significant Results of the Comparison of
NW Vs. MDT for the Karate Group (KG)
The comparison between NW and MDT in the
KG shows significant differences in variability
of cadence (M = 1.68 ± 0.82 and M = 1.52 ±
0.49, p = 0.022), for walking speed (M = 4.07 ±
1.66 and M = 3.89 ± 0.77, p = 0.001), for step
time (M = 3.46 ± 1.29 and M = 3.59 ± 1.51, p =
0.014) and for step length (M = 3.65 ± 1.77 and
M = 4.03 ± 2.12, p = 0.029). After the
ARC Journal of Research in Sports Medicine

ANOVA/Friedman
F/Chi² p

1.41 (0.53)
2.01 (0.82)
3.45 (1.52)
4.45 (1.26)
2.55 (0.96)
3.20 (1.36)
3.10 (1.99)
4.00 (2.47)

0.008*

5.898

0.004

0.035*

5.165

0.008

0.131

2.108

0.129

0.126

6.480F

0.039

1.48 (0.85)
2.21 (1.08)
1.48 (0.85)
4.56 (1.56)
3.07 (1.39)
4.00 (1.60)
2.80 (1.23)
3.36 (1.29)

0.028*

5.182

0.009

0.054

4.261

0.019

0.108

2.940

0.061

0.326

1.571

0.217

intervention only the variability of cadence (M
= 1.47 ± 0.53 and M = 1.41 ± 0.53, p = 0.019)
and walking speed (M = 3.31 ± 1.28, p = 0.013
and M = 3.45 ± 1.52, p = 0.013) still differ
significantly.
3.5. Significant Results of the Comparison of
MDT Vs. CDT for the Karate Group
(KG)
The initial significant differences of variability
of step time (M = 3.59 ± 1.51 and M = 5.21 ±
Page|38
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3.07, p = 0.024) in the pretest could not been
observed in the posttest anymore. The
significant differences for cadence (M = 1.52 ±
0.49 and M = 3.27 ± 2.44, p = 0.000) and
walking speed (M = 3.89 ± 0.77 and M = 6.15 ±
2.82, p = 0.000) were still present in the posttest
(cadence M = 1.41 ± 0.53 and M = 2.01 ± 0.82,
p = 0.008) (walking speed M = 3.45 ± 1.52 and
M = 4.45 ± 1.26, p = 0.035).
3.6. Significant Results of the Comparison of
NW Vs. CDT for the Control Group (CG)
No significant differences between NW and
CDT could be found for the variability of the
measured gait parameters between pre- and post
test.
3.7. Significant Results of the Comparison of
NW Vs. MDT for the Control Group
(CG)
The initial significant difference of the step time
variability (M = 3.91 ± 1.74 and M = 3.48 ±
1.05, p = 0.013) could not be observed in the
posttest anymore. The significant differences for
the variability of cadence and walking speed
remained stable.
3.8. Significant Results of the Comparison of
MDT Vs. CDT for the Karate Group
(KG)
In the pre test all measured gait parameters
showed significant differences between MDT
and MDT. In the post test only the variability of
cadence still differs significant from each other
(M = 1.48 ± 0.85 and M = 2.21 ± 1.08, p =
0.028). For the variability of walking speed, step
time and step length no significant differences
could be observed in the posttest.
The influence of a DT situation on cadence
seems to be stable and may need a longer period
of training for a significant change. The
significant differences for cadence between
NW/MDT and MDT/CDT could not be erased
through the intervention.
3.9. Comparison of the Gait Parameters
between KG and CG After Intervention
Period (Post-Test)
After the intervention there was only a
significant difference for step time under MDT
condition between the groups (p = 0.042, df = 2,
F = 3.209). The remaining parameters and the
other two walking conditions showed no
significant differences.

age [23]. On several occasions it has been
attempted to reduce the gait variability through
sport interventions, for example martial arts like
Tai Chi [24]. Up to now, the effect of karate on
gait variability under single and dual-task
conditions is unknown. In this randomized and
controlled study, the effect of a 5 months karate
training for healthy people over 65 years on the
gait variability should be examined. It could be
shown that the training reduced especially the
gait variability for the temporal gait parameters
walking speed under single task walking
conditions, cadence, walking speed and step
time under CDT and step time under MDT
conditions. Furthermore, the variability of the
spatial gait parameter step length was effected
by the karate intervention.
Comparing the pre- and post-test, the KG could
reduce the variability of cadence, walking and
step time under CDT conditions significantly.
Likewise, the step time and step length
improved under MDT conditions. Similar
results were found in the study of Gregory et al.,
where healthy people accomplished a combined
exercise and dual-task training for 26 weeks and
showed an increased gait velocity and reduced
stride time variability under DT-conditions [25].
In the present study no changes are found for
the normal gait after the intervention. In
summary, it can be stated that most significant
changes are within temporal gait parameters
under CDT conditions. For the KG the temporal
gait parameters cadence, walking speed and step
time showed significant improvements after the
intervention. But also the CG showed
significant changes in the variability of cadence
and step time under CDT. Under normal
walking conditions the KG improved the
walking speed and also the step time variability
under MDT conditions. At this point it has to be
mentioned that only one spatial parameter was
measured. That increases the probability that
changes appear in temporal parameters. The
results of the present study show that only step
length of the KG under MDT conditions
improved significantly. The measurement of
only one spatial gait parameter is a clear
limitation of the study. In future studies, further
spatial gait parameters like the foot angle or the
stride width could be measured in order to make
a better statement about the influence of an
intervention on spatial gait parameters [26].

4. DISCUSSION
Gait instability and associated gait variability
can be part of an increased risk of falling in old

Our findings show that gait variability under
CDT conditions seems to decrease after 5
months of karate intervention. These results are
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in contrast to the study by Beauchet et al.
(2013), where 48 community dwelling people
(mean age 72.2 ± 8 years) participated a three
month physical training program to improve gait
variability under single and dual-task
conditions. After the intervention the stride time
could be significantly reduced under single task
but not under dual-task condition [27]. On the
other hand the study of Beauchet et al. is in
contrast the study from Wang et al. in which 29
community dwellers absolved a combined
exercise with resistance, endurance and balance
training for 12 weeks. The intervention group
showed a significant reduction of the stride time
and stride length variability [28].
Furthermore, a DT-situation has also strong
influence on the gait variability and leads to an
increased risk of falling. It could be shown that
external confounders like mechanical or visual
influences lead to an increased step width and
step length variability [29], while external
stabilization leads to a decrease in step with
variability [30].
In regard to CDT a significant influence for the
intervention group can be found in this study.
That might suggest that a cognitive component
of training could be helpful to reduce the gait
variability and increase the CDT performance
[31 & 32]. This effect occurred in particular for
the temporal gait parameters cadence, walking
speed and step time.
Step width variability was used to differ
between people with higher and lower risk of
falling [33]. In other studies, no difference
between fallers and non-fallers occurred for step
width variability [34]. In a follow-up study the
influence of a karate intervention on the step
width should be tested.
The improvements of step time and step length
variability in this study indicate that the
participants made larger strides with a secure
gait after the intervention. Similar observations
could not be made in the CG.
However, the CG could improve their cadence,
step time and step length under CDT without
any kind of intervention from pretest to posttest.
Besides, the CG could also eliminate the initial
differences between NW/MDT for step time and
additionally for step length between MDT/CDT.
The same occurred for the KG. There were no
significant differences between NW/MDT for
step time and step length and between
ARC Journal of Research in Sports Medicine

MDT/CDT for step time. Furthermore, the KG
could erase the initial difference of the cadence
between NW/CDT after 5 months of training.
The findings of the CG could result from the
reduced test-retest reliability in elderly people
[35]. The enhancements of the CG could also be
a consequence of a habituation to the tests and
measurements made. To avoid this problem a
gait analysis could be performed before the
study so the participants could get used to the
test situation. A lack of the familiarization
procedure is another limitation of the present
study.
In accordance with other studies, it is also
possible that longer intervention times and more
gait analysis during the intervention is needed to
see a clear difference between the interventionand the control group [27 & 36]. It might also
be that the participants of the CG did not follow
the study instructions and changed their
activities in their leisure time. Furthermore, it
must be stated that most intervention studies
with martial arts are performed with impaired
people or residents of nursing homes.
It seems that more than 100 steps per participant
and condition for evaluating the gait variability
should be captured in future studies. Ten to
twenty steps may reliable measure for the mean
values of velocity and cadence [37].
Martial arts and more specifically karate seem
to be suitable to reduce the risk of falling during
dual-task situations due to a reduction of the
variability of the temporal gait parameters. It
seems that it needs a longer time of intervention to
see the positive effects of karate on gait variability
of healthy elderly people. Consequently, the
training should be carried out with impaired
people to highlight the impact of karate on the
gait of elderly in future studies. May be karate
can show his potential as a tool for secondary
fall prevention and not as primary prevention
for healthy community dwellers.
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